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Abstract—Robust lane detection algorithms are the foundation
for sophisticated advanced driver-assistance systems like lane
keeping assist and lane departure warning. Lane boundaries
in urban scenarios are very often curbs or other delimiters
which have various appearances. Also, due to variable lighting
conditions and traffic congestion, lane boundaries are very often
occluded. It is still an open problem to tackle these dynamic real-
world scenarios. This paper proposes a novel model-based lane
detection algorithm which is aided by a lightweight convolutional
neural network. Its performance is evaluated on a dataset
recorded on different urban and highway scenarios within the
Eindhoven region. Compared to state-of-the-art lane detection
algorithms, the availability of the algorithm was increased by
14%, particularly for urban scenarios. The algorithm is imple-
mented in C++ using OpenCV, and TensorFlow libraries and
runs real-time on a moderately powerful laptop.

Index Terms—lane detection, neural networks

I. INTRODUCTION

The study by Kusano and Gabler [1] on road accidents in
the United States of America shows that collisions caused by
unintended lane departure are most fatal. Advanced driver-
assistance systems (ADAS) such as Lane departure warning
(LDW) and Lane keeping assist (LKA) can prevent such
incidents. These systems require a robust lane detection and
tracking algorithm to perform reliably.

Camera based lane detection algorithms are under research
for many years. These algorithms should be robust against
noises such as variable lighting conditions, lane boundary
occlusion due to traffic congestion, and also in situations
where there are no proper lane markings. Researchers are still
working on efficient and robust lane detection and tracking
algorithms which works reliably on all of the previously
mentioned scenarios.

First LKAs were installed in passenger vehicles at the be-
ginning of the 21st century. Honda Intelligent Driver Support
System (HIDS) was introduced to the Japanese market in
2003. It used millimeter-wave radar and camera. The system
can calculate required acceleration/deceleration to keep a safe
distance from other vehicles as well as steering torque needed
for lane keeping. HIDS operated only on highways at speeds
of 65 to 100 km/h [2].

More recent methods, like widely used Autopilot from
Tesla, are using deep learning techniques. Autosteer is a sub-
system responsible for lane-centering steering control based

on the forward-looking camera. It is a SAE (Society of
Automotive Engineers) level 2 system mainly designed for
highway scenarios, which means that constant driver attention
is required [3].

In the autonomous systems, robustness is really important.
The goal of this thesis project was to design, implement and
evaluate an efficient and robust lane detection algorithm for
self-driving vehicles.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) a novel model-based lane detection and tracking algo-

rithm,
2) a toolbox for benchmarking, which includes tools for

ground truth generation,
3) evaluation of the proposed algorithm against other state-

of-the-art algorithms on a dataset containing over anno-
tated 16000 images.

A literature study and overview of lane detection methods
are elaborated in Section II. The proposed method is described
in Section III. The evaluation methodology and its results are
provided in Sections IV and V, respectively. Lastly, the paper
concludes with discussion and a future work section.

II. LANE DETECTION METHODS

A. Feature based computer vision

In this approach possible lane marking candidates in an
image are fitted to a model representing lane boundaries. Lane
marking candidates are often extracted from the image by
using color filters and edge detectors like Canny and Sobel.
The shape of the lane estimated from possible lane marking
candidates is represented by curves. Their parameters are
estimated by using methods like Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC). In order to simplify this task, the image is pro-
jected to a bird’s eye view using inverse perspective mapping.
For that, it is necessary to know the position of the point
in an image where parallel lines leading towards horizon are
appearing to converge, also known as a vanishing point. Its
position depends on the pose of the camera with respect to
the road.

Borkar et al. [4] proposed a model-based lane detection
algorithm which uses Hough transformation and RANSAC. It
was evaluated on videos recorded on highways with moderate
traffic conditions and the method achieved 99.08% detection
accuracy.
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However, lane boundaries in urban environments are not
always painted on the road. Very often they are made of
curbs or just borders between different surfaces, for example,
asphalt and grass. These algorithms do not perform well in
such scenarios.

B. Probability-based computer vision
Another approach [5] implemented in TUeLaneTracker [6]

does not binarize image like the previous method. It uses a So-
bel operator to compute pixel gradients and calculates scores
for each pixel depending on gradient magnitude and grayscale
intensity. Each pixel has a gradient direction. Histograms of
pixel scores intersecting base and purview lines are computed,
as shown in Figure 1. The bin widths of the histograms are
defined in metric unit.

Figure 1: Histograms of baseline (green) and purview line
(red) in TUeLaneTracker

Ego-lane representation consists of four parameters: the
vertical and horizontal position of the vanishing point and
the position of the left and right ego-lane boundary. The
method tracks the vanishing point. The score of each pixel is
adjusted depending on the difference between its orientation
and orientation of the line connecting it with the vanishing
point.

During the tracking, the probability of the lane boundary
crossing baseline in bins Lb and Rb is:

P (Lb, Rb) = Hbase(L) ·Hbase(R) ·PHbase(Lb, Rb) ·Tlane(Lb, Rb)
(1)

where Hbase(B) is the normalized value of the baseline his-
togram for bin B and PHbase(Lb, Rb) is a probability taking
into account the sum of histogram bins between Lb and Rb,
it is expected that values between lane boundaries are not too
high and Tlane(Lb, Rb) is a value of lane transition filter which
depends on the previous observations.

Pair of Lb and Rb with the highest P (Lb, Rb) is selected
and then the algorithm is looking for the vanishing point
position V P by taking into account values of the purview
line histograms intersected by line between V P and baseline
boundaries and vanishing point transition filter which also
depends on the previous observations.

TUeLaneTracker was compared with commercial products
like Mobileye C2-270, Vicomtech Viulib and NVIDIA Drive-
Works LaneNet. According to the paper [7], TUeLaneTracker
outperformed these methods, especially in urban scenarios.

C. Deep learning algorithms

Deep learning methods are able to automatically find fea-
tures in the dataset and learn how to calculate the output after
they are trained on a dataset which is large enough. Convo-
lutional Neural Networks are very often used for computer
vision problems. They have a hierarchical structure and layers
containing convolution filters. First layers are detecting simple
features like shapes and colors. Consecutive layers are learning
higher-level features, depending on training data.

Wang et al. [8] proposed a deep learning-based lane de-
tection algorithm which uses two networks. The first network
is used for pixel-wise lane edge classification and the second
network detects lanes based on lane edge proposals. The paper
does not show performance on roads with curbs but ensures
that the neural network can easily adapt to any type of lane
boundaries.

The dataset from TuSimple for Lane Detection Challenge
[9], due to a large amount of annotated lane boundaries, allows
comparing different architectures of neural networks for lane
detection.

The method which performed the best on the TuSimple
Benchmark Lane Detection Challenge [10] exploits the most
important difference between semantic segmentation and lane
detection: even with partially occluded lane markings, the
driver has to infer position of the rest which usually is not
the case with semantic segmentation where each pixel is
assigned to one class (pixel with road occluded by car should
be classified as car). It proposes the Spatial Convolutional
Neural Network, which effectively propagates information
between neurons on the same layer which helps to estimate
the position of occluded lane markings. The method creates a
probability map which is fitted to cubic splines representing
lane boundaries.

Another method [11] also got good results in the bench-
marks and is relatively fast. It contains two neural networks.
LaneNet calculates lane instance map which assigns each
pixel to lane index. Each lane instance has to be fitted into
bird’s view image. As discussed before, on sloppy roads
the vanishing point is moving its position, so using fixed
perspective transformation matrix is not a good idea. That
is why authors developed another network, H-Net, which
is calculating the transformation matrix parameters for each
frame. There are no dependencies between both networks so
they can run in parallel.

A big advantage of neural networks is that they can be
adapted to different road scenarios by training on a proper
dataset. Also, they can learn how to estimate lane shape in
case it is partially occluded by other vehicles.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed algorithm combines the advantages of both
probability and deep learning-based lane detection approaches
in an efficient manner. The block diagram of this method is
shown in Figure 2.

At first, a confidence map for the input image is created. It is
fused with the output from the neural network. The detection
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed method

part is using a probabilistic model in order to find the ego-
lane. The algorithm starts tracking the lane when the detector
reaches a high confidence value.

It is assumed that the road contains lanes which are sep-
arated from each other. Boundaries of each lane are made
by curbs, borders between different surfaces or painted lane
markings. Lane boundaries may disappear for a while due to
occlusion by another vehicle or road intersection. Signs other
than lane markings may be also painted on the road, especially
arrows and pedestrian crossings.

A. Confidence Map

In order to detect edges, Sobel operator is used. It contains
two 3x3 kernels, Mx and My , which are computing vertical
and horizontal derivatives Gx and Gy [12]. Gradient magni-
tude and direction of pixels are calculated in the following
way:

Gmag =
√
G2
x +G2

y (2)

Gdir = tan(δ) =
Gx
Gy

(3)

The model treats every pixel in the region of interest below
the horizon as a possible part of the lane boundary. Sharp
edges are likely to be lane boundary so confidence map
depends on pixel gradient magnitude:

C =
max(Gmag − 20, 0)

max(Gmag − 20, 0) + 10
(4)

However, other objects on the road also have sharp edges
which can be misleading for the algorithm.

B. Neural Network

There are different methods to filter out unwanted edges.
Color filters are a popular choice but are difficult to design,
especially for urban environments where road edges can have
different colors.

A Convolutional Neural Network can be trained to filter
out noise. However, state-of-the-art CNNs require large com-
putation power for real-time operation. A simple and fast
architecture was designed which contains five convolution
layers, two max pooling and two fully connected layers with
50% dropout. In total, the network contains about 80000
parameters. Its architecture is shown in Figure 3.

32 32

64
0 64

32
016 16 16

16
0

Figure 3: Architecture of the implemented CNN

There are various datasets which are widely used in deep
learning research. KITTI [13] contains images, GPS, IMU
and LIDAR data collected in several German cities. However,
its classes do not have lane markings. The same applies to
Cityscapes [14]. Apolloscape contains 27 classes of different
lane markings [15] which is useful for implementing high
definition mapping algorithms. However, this dataset does
not contain curbs and the images were collected only in
China. The Mapillary dataset [16] was chosen due to the large
diversity of road scenarios captured in different parts of the
world which are annotated in pixel level. It has classes like lane
marking, curb, curb-cut which makes ground truth generation
process faster.

However, the dataset does not contain labels which could be
used to train the network for marking possible lane candidates.
For example, borders between grass and road do not have
any label while the network is expected to detect them since
they are potential lane boundary. Semiautomatic ground truth
generation pipeline was implemented as shown in Figure
4. Road markings like arrows were marked because it is
impossible for a shallow network to distinguish arrow from
lane marking. In total 423 images were annotated, this set was
divided into 339 training and 84 validation samples. Examples
are shown in the Figure 5.

In order to improve the ability of the model to generalize,
data augmentation was applied. During the training, samples
were modified by gamma transformation with randomly se-
lected γ and mirrored across the x-axis.

After the training, the network was able to filter out vehicles
and texture of the road but sometimes it failed. It is clear that
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Figure 4: Ground truth generation pipeline
R - roads: bike-lane, crosswalk-plain, parking, pedestrian-area,
rail-track, road, service-lane, sidewalk
N - nature: mountain, sand, sky, snow, terrain, vegetation,
water
B - barriers: fence, other-barrier, wall, bridge, building, tunnel

the dataset is not big enough and some cases are underrep-
resented. Sample output from the neural network is shown in
Figure 6.

C. Detection

In order to exploit gradient direction, one two-dimensional
confidence histogram of pixel intersections is proposed. The
x-axis of the histogram H is representing the position of the
boundary candidate B on the baseline. y-axis is representing
the difference between positions of B on the baseline and the
purview line. Positions Bx and By are given in metric units.
Example of a histogram calculated for the confidence map in
Figure 7.a is shown in Figure 7.b.

Due to the limited field of view, there is a need to amplify
parts of histogram whose lane markings lay partially outside
the camera field of view. For this purpose, the histogram is
multiplied by an equalizer template and then smoothed by an
averaging filter.

Histogram H is dilated with structuring element S as
histogram HD.

S =

1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

 (5)

Boundary candidates B for which HD(B) ≤ H(B) are
local maxima and therefore these are considered as lane
boundary candidates BM .

Figure 5: Examples of generated ground truth for the Mapillary
dataset (purple color)

Figure 6: Sample input image and corresponding output from
the neural network

For each BM , PH(BM ) is computed. It is defined as
max

(
PB

SH
, 1
)

where SH is threshold which gives maximal
confidence that boundary is representing lane boundary.

For each pair of lane boundary candidates on Left (L)
and Right (R) side of the image, lane widths on the base
and purview line, wbase(L,R) and wpur(L,R) are computed
respectively.

wbase(L,R) = Rx − Lx (6)

wpur(L,R) = wbase + Ly −Ry (7)
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(.a) Pixel confidence map for sample image

x

y

LEFT RIGHT
(.b) Histogram 2D and example points (contrast of the histogram was increased)

(.c) Histograms 1D (based on the implementation [6]) (.d) Visualization of example points from (b)

Figure 7: Comparison of algorithm using 1D histograms with the proposed method

xL

wbase

xR

xlat

Figure 8: Coordinate system

Also lateral position of the vehicle xlat is calculated.

xlat(L,R) = −
xL + xR

2
(8)

The coordinate system is shown in Figure 8.
The probability that the pair of lane boundary candidates is

an ego-lane Pego(L,R) is computed as

Pego(L,R) = exp

(
−

(
xlat(L,R)
wbase(L,R)

)2
2σ2

c

)
(9)

Lane widths are usually constant. Therefore Pshape(L,R) is
defined as following:

Pshape(L,R) = exp

(
−

(
1− wpur(L,R)

wbase(L,R)

)2
2σ2

d

)
(10)

Probability that pair of lane boundary candidates (L,R) is
an ego-lane boundary estimated as follows:

PegoLane(L,R) = PH(L) · PH(R) · Pshape(L,R) · Pego (11)

The main difference between the proposed method and
TUeLaneTracker is that the signal-noise ratio is higher due
to preserving gradient direction. Therefore for noisy images,
lane boundaries can be detected. Comparison of histograms
calculated by both methods is shown in Figure 7. The method
also does not amplify any probability depending on lane width
which makes it more flexible and allows to detect wider lanes.

The algorithm extracts one-dimensional histogram from 2D
histogram by taking values from the line connecting both
boundary points. Such histogram represents parallel bound-
aries on the road. The algorithm ensures that inner boundaries
are taken.

Dashed lines are causing problems when detecting lane on
a single frame. Therefore temporal filtering is applied and the
histogram is calculated for a pixel-wise maximum of the last
few frames.

D. Tracking

The tracker looks for pair of boundaries (L′, R′) with the
highest posterior probability according to Bayesian theorem.
The likelihood is calculated between lane boundary candidates
(L′, R′) and previous prediction (L,R).

The likelihood ensures that prediction does not change
abruptly. If the posterior probability is low, then the algorithm
estimates position based on a higher posterior probability of
dominant lane boundary. The prediction is moving average
from the last few frames.

The detector is executed for each frame, even in tracking
mode. After the lane tracker reaches low confidence, it can
reset its state if the results from the detector are stable and
have high confidence.
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(.a) Confidence map and histogram for left boundary (.b) Confidence map and histogram for right boundary

1

2

3

4
(.c) Probabilities: left boundary (1), right boundary (2), lane center (3), lane
width (4)

wf

fC

far-view line

purview line

baseline
(.d) Final probability map and chosen boundary

Figure 9: Curvature detection method

E. Curvature detection

In normal traffic scenarios, other vehicles are expected to
be above the purview line as marked in Figure 9.d. Creating
another 2D histogram for estimating curve will not give good
results due to a low amount of pixels and gradient direction
which is not precise enough to create intersections. On the
other hand, using directly values from the pixel confidence
map as in Figure 7.a makes the algorithm sensitive to noise.

Based on the calculated pixel confidence map and gradients,
another probability map is calculated. It is represented as
max(1− |α−β|15◦ , 0) where α is the angle of gradient direction
and β is the angle of line between lane boundary on the
purview line and pixel.
α and β are represented as tangents, tan(α) is calculated by

dividing horizontal and vertical Sobel derivative and tan(β)
depends only on the position of the lane boundaries and can
be precomputed. Trigonometric operations are expensive so
by approximation γ ≈ tan(γ) for small angles and thanks to
trigonometric identity (12) computations are simplified.

tan(α− β) = tan(α)− tan(β)

1 + tan(α) tan(β)
(12)

Probability map is multiplied by pixel confidence map.
Two histograms are computed, one for the left and one for
the right boundary. They represent the average value of a
segment connecting the boundary on the purview line with
each pixel on the far-view line. Examples are shown in

Figures 9.a and 9.b. Histograms are normalized and their value
is increased by 0.1 because there is a chance that the lane
boundary is not visible due to occlusion or bright light.

Based on observations from the tracker, another two prob-
abilities are derived: one represents the lane width on the far-
view line and the other represents the position of the lane cen-
ter. Expected positions fL and fR of lane boundaries depend
on their (xL, yL) and (xR, yR) positions in the histogram.
From them expected width wf and position of the lane center
fC are derived:

fL = xL −DyL (13)

fR = xR −DyR (14)

wf = fR − fL (15)

fC = fL +
wf
2

(16)

The parameter D is selected experimentally and depends on
the positions of base, purview and far-view lines.

Like previously, two-dimensional probabilities are used. x-
axis represents a center position of the lane in pixels of the
far-view line and y-axis is half of the lane width in pixels
of the far-view line. All probabilities are multiplied and the
candidate with the highest probability is selected as marked
in Figure 9.d.
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Category Sequences
Highway 9
City: lane markings 18
City: lane marking and curb 18
City: curbs 9
Total 54

Table I: Categories present in the dataset

y = 280

y = 340

y = 400

y = 440

Figure 10: Lines for which ego-lane position was marked

IV. EVALUATION

A. Dataset

The dataset consists of recordings within the Eindhoven
area in 2015. Bumblebee stereo camera from Pointgrey was
installed in Toyota Prius. RGB frames were captured every 50
ms and have resolution of 640x480 pixels. Only data from the
right camera is used.

From the recordings, 54 sequences are selected. These
sequences are divided into four categories as shown in Table I.
The sequences contain around 270 frames each and usually
contain a turn in order to evaluate the ability to estimate road
curvature.

B. Benchmark

There is no benchmark tailored for evaluating lane detection
algorithms using the simplified lane model. For example,
TuSimple benchmark [9] considers 56 points on lane boundary.
The distance from the ground truth has to be within a specified
range. The benchmark considers detected lane in a binary way
so it is hard to compare accuracy and correctness by comparing
scores.

By using ideas from [7], a new benchmark was developed.
It measures the error of predicted lane center for selected
horizontal lines y = {280, 340, 400, 440}, as shown in Fig-
ure 10. Predictions and ground truth are using the same file
format as TuSimple. The benchmark is analyzing output for
all frames and the accuracy is calculated for each horizontal
line separately.

The benchmark defines availability of a method for error
x as a ratio of frames with an absolute error lower than x
and total frame number. Predictions are considered as correct
when their absolute error for y = 440 is lower than 15 cm.

C. Experiment Setup

The following algorithms are benchmarked on the dataset:
• the proposed method implemented in C++,
• TUeLaneTracker which was also implemented in C++,
• deep learning method by Neven et al [11] which was

explained in Section II. Its implementation in Python and
TensorFlow [17] was used.

Lane detectors were evaluated on a notebook HP ZBook G4
with Xubuntu 18.04, 16 GB RAM, Intel i7-7700HQ CPU and
Nvidia Quadro M1200 GPU with 4GB memory.
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Figure 11: Prediction errors for different y in the dataset
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Figure 12: Correct detections for each sequence in the dataset

V. RESULTS

The average execution time is shown in Table II. Average
inference time for CNN in the proposed method was 13 ms
while in LaneNet is was 204 ms.

Benchmark results are shown in Figures 11. It is clear that
the proposed algorithm outperformed other algorithms. How-
ever, the dataset is too small. Therefore, wrong conclusions can
be drawn. For example, it is visible that in average the method
without CNN performs worse than the same method with CNN
values as shown in 11.a. It is not true because in most cases
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(.c) City: lane marking and curb
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Figure 13: Availabilities for different scenarios (y = 440)
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Figure 14: Availabilities for different scenarios (y = 280)

Method Time [ms]
Proposed 21
Proposed (with CNN) 34
TUeLaneTracker [5] 14
LaneNet [17] 384

Table II: Average execution time for compared methods

CNN improved results but failed in some scenarios due to poor
training of the network. Comparison for each sequence from
the dataset is shown in Figure 12. Availability for different
scenarios for the closest (y = 440) and the farthest (y = 280)
line are shown in Figures 13 and 14 respectively.

Also, the implemented tracking algorithm can not handle
some specific cases which occur in urban scenarios. By relying
on only 2D histogram it is difficult to distinguish between

discontinued (Figure 15.a) and worn-out (Figure 15.b) lane
markings. In some cases, traffic islands cause discontinuity of
the lane boundary as shown in Figure 15.c, which is another
example when lane tracking may fail. Figure 16 shows the
output of the lane detection algorithms in different scenarios.

(.a) Discontinued lane markings

(.b) Worn-out lane markings

(.c) Traffic islands

Figure 15: Difficult cases for lane tracker

VI. DISCUSSION

It is seen from the experiments that the method based
on two-dimensional probability maps performed better than
the similar algorithm operating in one-dimensional space.
By considering all lane boundary candidates, the algorithm
performs well in urban scenarios where many types of lane
boundaries are encountered.

The curvature detection improves the results of the al-
gorithm. However, in many scenarios, it fails because the
proposed method does not track curvature of the road and
simplified road representation does not fit some shapes in
urban environments.

A probabilistic approach for detection and tracking is
definitely helpful for improving results achieved by deep
learning methods. They usually produce heat maps and in
a postprocessing stage a curve is fitted to them. LaneNet is
using thresholds heat map and then it is fitting curves. By
using probabilistic models for tracking and detection, deep
learning-based methods can give better results.

Using pixel gradients is not proper for method supporting
deep-learning methods. Neural networks have the ability to
predict the position of lane boundary occluded by other
objects. By using pixel gradients and heat maps accuracy of
the detection would decrease.
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Figure 16: Output from compared methods: LaneNet (red), proposed (green) TUeLaneTracker (blue)

Lane tracking algorithms should be evaluated on larger
datasets because 54 recordings are not enough to evaluate
performance properly. Also, there should be a clear distinction
between tracking and detection algorithm. These are two
separate categories and should not be confused.

The evaluation method used in this paper and in the work
by Van de Belt [7] is highly biased because both, TUeLane-
Tracker and the proposed algorithm, are always returning lane
boundaries even if their probability is very low. TUeLane-
Tracker is not returning any confidence measure and position
of its default ego lane is nearby the actual ego-lane for most
of the time as lane transition are very rare. Other methods do
not return lane boundary when their confidence is low.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The algorithm should be evaluated on large datasets like
TuSimple [9] and CULane [18]. Their ground truth is given
as a set of curves but converting it into straight-line road
representation is not a big problem and the benchmark can
easily handle such input.

The algorithm can be extended for detecting adjacent lanes,
for that the camera’s field of view should be larger. Confidence
map can be supported by data from other sensors. Using a
stereo camera in order to compute the disparity map and filter
out obstacles may be a good method to improve results.

Urban scenarios are more difficult than highways so at first
full focus should be put on highway scenarios.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper presented a novel algorithm for lane detection
and tracking which is more reliable than the TUeLaneTracker
and LaneNet, on the evaluated dataset. It discussed different
aspects of the system as well as methods used to evaluate it.

The proposed algorithm is based on simple matrix opera-
tions so its implementation can be about 20 times faster when
compared to state-of-the-art neural network architectures.

The paper pointed out pitfalls in evaluating computer vi-
sion algorithms based on probabilities. It suggested reviewing
method used for benchmarking such algorithms because in
automotive every false positive is dangerous when it comes
to controlling the trajectory of the vehicle in urban scenarios
where pedestrians and cyclists are present.
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